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Abstract

The IETF ECRIT and GEOPRIV working groups have developed
standards for critical components of the next-generation, IP-based 911
system. This document reviews some of the basic principles of these
technologies and responds to several questions in the FCC’s recent
Notice of Inquiry on the topic of NG911.
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Clarification to the Original Filing

This comment is a clarification to the comments “Technical Considerations
for Next-Generation 911”’1. The authors wish to make the following clar-
ifications regarding the relationship between the comments submitted and
the IETF2 / IAB3. (The body of the report is unchanged from the previous
filing.)

• The comments were filed by the authors in their role as individual
contributors to the Internet standards process. They do not reflect the
consensus output of any IETF working group or the IAB.

• The titles noted on the cover page of the report (ECRIT co-chair,
GEOPRIV co-chair, IAB) are intended to demonstrate the individual
authors’ roles and experience within the Internet community, and do
not indicate that comments by these authors reflect the consensus of
the working groups or the IAB.

• The comments should be understood as a summary of IETF technolo-
gies related to NG911 from the perspective of experienced individual
technical experts.

• The comments reference several documents that do reflect IETF con-
sensus, in particular the references that are indicated as RFCs.

1http://fjallfoss.fcc.gov/ecfs/document/view?id=7021031915
2Internet Engineering Task Force; consensus procedures in RFC 2026
3Internet Architecture Board
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1 Introduction

The ability for users to summon help in an emergency has long been a critical
aspect of the telecommunications system, embodied in the United States by
the decades-long tradition of 911 as a national, unified emergency number.
Although more and more communications are conducted using Internet tech-
nologies (i.e., media based on the Internet Protocol, or IP), the 911 system
will need to adapt to leverage the Internet as well.

One of the most challenging aspects of the NG911 transition will be the pro-
cess of enabling the many thousands of Internet applications active today to
communicate with 911 authorities. In his addendum to the NOI, Chairman
Genachowski noted that with modern phones, “you can pretty much text
anyone except a 9-1-1 call center.” This comment is especially true for Inter-
net applications: Users of these applications can communicate using voice,
text, video, or even 3-D virtual reality, but except in a few very special cases,
they cannot establish any sort of communication to a 9-1-1 call center.

In its role as the standards body for the Internet, the IETF has a long his-
tory of developing protocols that are central to the NG911 architecture. The
ECRIT working group has developed a general architecture for enabling IP
applications to discover and connect to emergency services [1]. The GEO-
PRIV working group has developed protocols that allow IP networks to in-
form end devices about their geolocation, a critical pre-requisite for emer-
gency calling. The application-specific working groups in the IETF (for ex-
ample, the SIPCORE working group) have developed extensions to support
emergency calling as required.

The FCC recently issued a Notice of Inquiry (NOI) seeking comment on
several aspects of this transition [2]. This document is intended to provide
information on technical questions raised by the NOI, informed by the expe-
rience of the IETF in developing the critical enabling standards for NG911.
The focus of our comments will thus be on the technical feasibility and ar-
chitectural soundness of the various ideas discussed in the NOI, avoiding
comment on matters of policy. In the remainder of this document, we first
discuss some general technical principles that must undergird the NG911
architecture, then we apply these principles to the specific questions in the
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NOI. These comments are largely a reflection of the many years of work of
participants in the IETF’s ECRIT and GEOPRIV working groups.

2 Terminology

In this document, we use the following terms:

• Network operator: An entity that manages a physical, link-layer, or
IP network. For example, a telecommunications provider that leases
optical circuits or a cellular ISP.

• Call-routing information: Information that specifies a destination for
an emergency call based on information such as the caller’s location
and the type of emergency service desired.

• Internet application or calling application: A communications service
that is carried over the Internet, including both applications running
on end hosts and any network-based servers. (In the NOI, the entity
providing this service is called an Application Service Provider or ASP.)

• Network-integrated application: An Internet application that relies on
the underlying host being connected to the Internet through a particu-
lar access network. Usually a service provided by the operator of that
network, such as a carrier-provided VoIP service.

• Internet-general application: An Internet application that works the
same way regardless of how the underlying host is connected to the
Internet.

3 General Context of IP Emergency Calling

As outlined in the ECRIT specifications [1] and elaborated in the NENA
NG911 specifications [3], there are three basic steps in the establishment of
an emergency call:
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1. The calling application gains access to information about the caller’s
geolocation.

2. The calling application uses this geolocation information to determine
the proper destination for the call.

3. The calling application directs the call to the discovered destination.

The main question for NG911 is thus what entities will play each of the four
critical roles in these steps: The calling application, the geolocation provider,
the location-to-service mapping provider, and the recipient of the call. Of
these, there is an obvious answer only for the last.

The question of which entities are calling applications presents several com-
plex challenges. We understand that one of the goals of NG911 is to enable
emergency calling from some general Internet applications, such as Skype or
Google Voice. These applications differ in a few important ways from the
telephony services that can call 911 today. (Here, we understand the “ap-
plication” to encompass both a program on a user device together with any
necessary servers in the network.)

First, because the Internet is global, these applications are typically designed
to work in the same way wherever they are used in the world. A VoIP ap-
plication can place calls to other VoIP users in the same way, regardless of
whether it is connected via DSL in the US or a 3G modem in Australia. (In-
deed, this uniformity accounts for much of the popularity of VoIP.) There is
thus a strong need for the core interfaces for NG911 to be globally consistent,
in the sense that a calling application should be able to place a call using the
same set of actions regardless of where it is.

Second, as the NOI correctly notes, Internet applications in general do not
have any inherent knowledge of the caller’s geolocation, or of where emer-
gency calls should be routed. Internet applications can be broadly divided
into two classes: “Network-integrated” applications that are limited to a spe-
cific network, but can benefit from network- and physical-layer information,
and “Internet-general” applications that can be used anywhere, but need
specific, interoperable interfaces to acquire information from the network.
The former class covers things like ISP-provided VoIP services, while the
latter covers “over-the-top” applications such as Skype, Google Talk, and
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Facebook. Network-integrated applications will be able to benefit from a
network operators’ existing stores of location and call-routing information.
Internet-general applications, however, will need to acquire geolocation and
call-routing information from elsewhere, via standard interfaces.

Location information is clearly the sine qua non for emergency services. Un-
less a calling application has access to geolocation information, it will be
unable to discover the proper destination for an emergency call – or even to
tell that an emergency call has been placed, since calling numbers vary across
the globe (for example, 112 vs. 911). There is a strong analogy to be made
here to MVNOs, which can only place emergency calls to the extent that
the underlying licensee has deployed E911 technologies. An Internet calling
application can only place emergency calls to the extent that it can access
geolocation and call routing information.

Techniques for determining the location of Internet devices fall into two broad
categories: Those that exploit the physics of the device’s connection to the
network and those that do not. The former class covers techniques such as
the use of wireless network signals or maps of wired networks; GPS is by
far the most common example of the latter class. GPS and other network-
external techniques can produce high-precision location information, but they
require special hardware in the device (beyond the device’s network interface
hardware) and there are situations where they cannot provide location (e.g.,
GPS indoors). Network-based geolocation techniques re-use existing hard-
ware, and typically work well where network-external techniques do not (e.g.,
WiFi-based positioning within a building).

So NG911 systems will deliver optimal reliability by ensuring that devices
have access to network-based location information. Devices that have special
hardware for positioning (e.g., phones with GPS chips) will be able to fall
back to network-based location resources when they are not able to deter-
mine their location using this hardware. Of course, devices without special
hardware (for example, laptops without GPS hardware) will have to rely
exclusively on network-based positioning.

For Internet-connected callers, the authoritative network-based information
about a caller’s geolocation is held by the entities that operate the physical
networks and IP networks overlaid on them, namely ISPs and their underly-
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ing access providers. We will refer to these organizations collectively as “net-
work operators.” By aggregating information about which node in a network
has been assigned an IP address with information about the physical struc-
ture of a network, a network operator can provide location information that
is usually very high-precision and high-accuracy, and always high-confidence.

Current Internet location-based services are draw their location information
mostly from either generic “IP-geo” databases that provide roughly metro-
level accuracy (e.g. MaxMind or Quova), or from services that attempt
to reconstruct provider infrastructure based on observations (e.g., Google
or Skyhook). Because they are operated by third parties, independent of
the infrastructure, these location sources are inherently low-confidence, and
typically not of high enough accuracy to ensure that emergency responders
can be directed to the scene of the emergency.

While these third party sources could in principle be used to support emer-
gency calling, it would clearly make the system much more robust if IP ge-
olocation information could be provided to calling applications from network
operators. (Of course, there are no technical barriers to this information
being provided through intermediaries, as long as it is ultimately based on
information from the network infrastructure.) The IETF GEOPRIV working
group has defined a suite of protocols that allow an ISP to expose geolocation
information to subscribers’ devices [4][5][6][7].

By the same token, authoritative information about emergency call routing
is typically maintained by 9-1-1 authorities, so the NG911 system will work
best if these authorities provide routing information to calling applications.
(Again, possibly through intermediaries.) The IETF ECRIT working group
has defined the Location-to-Service Translation (LoST) protocol explicitly
for this purpose [8].

Finally, we urge the Commission to keep in mind that, to paraphrase Gertrude
Stein, “a network is a network is a network.” The networks that comprise the
Internet today take on many different forms, from wired residential broad-
band networks, to Ethernet-based corporate networks, to 4G wireless net-
works. As more types of networks are used to carry Internet traffic, the
opportunities for innovation and interconnection increase, and a network op-
erators’ control of the edge decreases. While only a few years ago, only phones
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authorized by a telephone company could connect to a cellular network, to-
day a 3G-to-WiFi gateway that can be bought at any consumer electronics
store can connect any number of devices to that network, without the net-
work knowing about the devices or vice versa. Likewise, more devices than
ever are capable of using more than one different type of connection to ac-
cess the Internet; some laptops are now capable of accessing the Internet over
Ethernet, WiFi, and WiMAX.

To enable emergency calling in such an environment, interoperable, universal
standards that apply across all types of IP networks are more important than
ever. For the laptop connected over WiFi to a gateway to the 3G network,
the laptop should not have to know what type of network the gateway is
using – in no small part because there is no practical way for it to detect
this information with current technologies. Likewise, it only increases the
complexity and decreases the reliability of the NG911 system if a device
with multiple interfaces has to execute different procedures depending on
which interface it is using to connect to the Internet. Instead, the interfaces
and procedures that a calling device uses to make an emergency call need to
be uniform across all the different ways that it can access the Internet.

4 NOI Responses

In this section, we discuss the implications of the above context with respect
to the particular questions of the NOI, by section of the NOI.

4.1 NG911 Capabilities and Applications (Section IV.A)

Interfaces that are used by calling applications must be standard across all
NG911 deployments, and to the extent possible, these interfaces should be
consistent across the Internet, regardless of national or operational context.
The basic Internet standards for the required protocol interfaces for geolo-
cation and call routing are laid out in the IETF ECRIT and GEOPRIV
specifications. (Call signaling between the user device and any application
servers need not be standardized; only the interface to deliver calls to the
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emergency services network.) Network-integrated applications (for example,
IMS-based carrier-provided services) may not require all of these interfaces,
but Internet-general applications require full, standard interfaces from which
they can obtain geolocation and call routing information.

The above paragraph does not imply that the same set of services must be of-
fered by every NG911 deployment. Modern signaling protocols are designed
so that the two endpoints can negotiate support for specific types of media,
for example, video or real-time text. The critical issue is that the high-level
protocols over which services are requested and delivered are standardized
(for example, the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the Real-Time Proto-
col (RTP)). The ECRIT emergency calling framework describes a standard
profile of SIP for this purpose, and recommends a baseline set of capabilities.

Due to the digital nature of NG911, which allows translation between pro-
tocols, a baseline set of capabilities can actually be very robust with respect
to technological change. For example, the contents of many different types
of instant message – from SIP to XMPP to social-network messaging – can
all be translated to a common protocol (for example, SIP) by an appropri-
ate gateway. Indeed, this is common in deployed systems: The MSN and
Yahoo chat services, for example, exchange messages via XMPP. However,
there may ultimately be services that are different enough that they can-
not be translated in this way. The goal of initial NG911 standardization
should be to establish a robust set of baseline service interfaces (for example,
voice, video, instant messaging, real-time text), then evolve these interfaces
as necessary.

4.2 Primary vs. Secondary Usage of Media Types
(Section IV.A.2)

There is not necessarily a distinction to be made between some forms of “text-
based messaging” (SMS, IM) and others (email, social-network messages).
On many modern devices, all of these can be entered and received by users
with roughly equal speed. Live video, while it is a “conversational” medium,
may be appropriately classed as secondary, since it may not be available
in many circumstances, for example, due to device limitations or network
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congestion.

The question in Paragraph 40 asks what media types service providers “will”
support. In fact, for each media type above, there are multiple providers
that already offer service (in some cases, hundreds of providers). So the
main question here is what PSAPs should support, which will determine
which of these service providers will be able to connect to them.

It may facilitate deployment for all PSAPs to accept some common baseline
set of media types (for example, voice, IM, real-time text), with others being
optional (for example, video, photos, telemetry). Such requirements would
provide a clear baseline for application vendors to target, while allowing
innovation and competition around advanced services.

The question in Paragraph 40 about privacy is covered by our response to
Section IV.D.4 of the NoI below. There is a fair amount of variation in the
charging models to which current Internet applications are adapted. Some
applications accommodate differential charging depending on such attributes
as the source and destination of the call, the prime example being VoIP
services that are interconnected with the PSTN. Other applications, rely on
the standard tariffing model for Internet access, in which each edge subscriber
pays an ISP a set fee for general access to the Internet, which allows the
application to send calls anywhere in the world with no additional cost to
the user. This latter class accounts for many VoIP applications that are
provided to users free of charge.

In considering charging and tariffing models for NG911, the Commission
should consider how these models compare to typical tariffing models for
Internet applications. Differences in cost models could either encourage or
discourage ASPs to participate in the NG911 system. A system in which
implementing NG911 in VoIP products causes a net reduction in intercon-
nection costs would create an incentive for ASPs to provide NG911 services.
However, a system that imposes new interconnection costs for ASPs that
have none today (the latter class above) would discourage those ASPs from
enabling NG911 in their products.
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4.3 SMS for Emergency Communication (Section IV.A.3)

It should be noted that in the context of NG911, support for SMS and other
forms of carrier-based text messaging is a legacy support issue, since these
are not an Internet services. SMS and other forms of legacy text messaging
do not use Internet protocols and are constrained in various ways (see also
[27]).

In terms of end-user experience, SMS is not significantly different from other
instant-messaging systems that lack guaranteed delivery (e.g. , SIP MES-
SAGE over UDP). Indeed, many modern SMS user interfaces group messages
into “sessions” in order to more closely resemble IM interfaces. Given this
similarity and the overall trend in the industry to transition to IP-based
communication in general, there may be benefits to directly implementing
IP-based text messaging to PSAPs rather than trying to support legacy tech-
nologies like SMS. For a transition period, carriers that do not offer even
basic Internet access to enable IP-based messaging could employ gateways
to translate SMS messages into appropriate IP-based protocols.

It should also be noted that some new forms of emergency services com-
munications, like instant messaging, may require end user training to create
awareness about proper usage. For example, when instant messaging support
was launched in some provinces in Spain, users were required to register. This
registration interaction was used as an opportunity to educate users, inform
them about liability issues, and discourage misuse.

As noted in the NOI, the primary challenge is the correlation of multiple
SMS messages into a logical “conversation” so that they can all be delivered
to the same call taker. The document cited in reference 70 of the NOI [9]
was presented to the ECRIT working group in March 2010; there was not
consensus in the group at that time to make an Internet standard on this
topic. Part of this decision was driven by the fact that SMS is not an Internet
service, so the work of converting SMS to an IP-based messaging system
might be better done in other standards organization. If there remains a gap
in current standards, however, the issue could be raised again in ECRIT in
light of stronger requirements.
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4.4 Transport Mechanisms in an NG911 Environment
(Section IV.B.1)

NG911 systems are fundamentally based on IP, and should use Internet tech-
nologies to the greatest extent possible. Encouraging consolidation on a sin-
gle network architecture (IP vs. a mixture of IP and legacy) will dramatically
reduce the complexity of the overall NG911 system, increasing the reliability
and scalability of the system overall.

NG911 systems should also be based on open standards wherever possible,
to reduce cost and increase robustness for the overall system. The ability of
the Internet to maintain high levels of stability and reliability over decades
of operation is based in large part to the fact that it is entirely based on
open standards. This openness allows a broad community to obtain the
technical expertise necessary to contribute to the Internet, and encourages
open discussion of operational issues, to ensure that problems in the network
are observed and corrected. The ultimate impact of open standards is thus
to make the overall system more reliable and scalable.

Indeed, one of the critical challenges for NG911 deployment will be encour-
aging and enabling new players to join the 911 ecosystem. These new players
– namely, Internet applications – have grown up in the Internet environment,
where open standards are the norm. Building an NG911 system that relies
on legacy or proprietary technologies will discourage these applications from
taking part in the system, reducing the effectiveness of the NG911 transition.

We acknowledge that there is a significant deployed base of legacy systems.
These systems are best used in support of IP-based NG911 technologies
rather than as first-class parts of any architecture. Some systems can be
re-used directly. For example, location systems developed for E911 in cel-
lular networks can be re-used as Location Information Servers in an NG911
context simply by adding the appropriate Internet-standard interface [4][10].
Other systems, for example circuit-based emergency call routing systems,
may not be useful at all in the context of NG911. Legacy PSAPs and call-
ing applications should be supported at the edge of the network, according
to the NENA standards for Legacy PSAP Gateways and Legacy Network
Gateways.
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Finally, any new infrastructure deployed in support of NG911 must be built
to be part of the Internet of the future. It is therefore a requirement that any
new infrastructure support version 6 of the Internet Protocol (IPv6). While
commercial networks are still in the process of enabling support for IPv6,
a global transition is in progress, so any infrastructure that supports only
IPv4 is already becoming obsolete. This focus on IPv6 is consistent with the
US CIO’s requirements that the government communications infrastructure
transition to IPv6 over the course of the next few years [11].

4.5 NG911 Participants (Section IV.B.2)

The technical barriers to the implementation of NG911 on consumer devices
are fairly low. Most of the difficult processing tasks (for example, HTTP
queries, XML parsing) can be handled via APIs provided by operating sys-
tems. Ecritdroid, an open-source program that implements the majority of
the ECRIT emergency calling system for the Android mobile phone operat-
ing system required only around 900 lines of Java source code. [12]. Thus,
it is within the realm of technical possibility for NG911 to be enabled on
many classes of devices with suitable user interfaces, including both general-
purposes devices such as desktop PCs and mobile phones as well as more
special-purpose devices such as gaming consoles.

A device’s ability to make emergency calls is always conditional on its ability
to gain access to information about its geographical location. This may vary
depending on its physical situation (if it is using GPS) or on support by the
underlying network for GEOPRIV technologies. In certain devices, access
may also be contingent on the presence of certain software applications. In
the example above, an Android phone with the Ecritdroid app is capable of
NG911, but the generic Android device (without the app) is not.

Nonetheless, it can be empirically verified that a device or application service
is capable of placing an emergency call at any given time. The ECRIT
architecture includes an explicit mechanism for testing emergency calls (see
Section 15 of [13]), in which all call processing is done in the same way as
for an emergency call, but the call is delivered to an automatic response
system instead of to a call taker. If this mechanism is supported in NG911,
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then devices will be able to tell dynamically whether they are capable of
emergency calling in a given situation.

With regard to the questions in Paragraph 53 about the expansion of 911
requirements to hot spot providers and other additional participants: The
ability of a calling application to place NG911 calls will always be predicated
on the ability of the application to obtain geolocation and call-routing in-
formation, and thus ultimately on the ability of the underlying network to
provide geolocation information. So it is not feasible for a calling application
to ensure unilaterally that it can make emergency calls in all cases and on
all networks.

The technical feasibility of non-traditional networks providing geolocation
will vary significantly depending on the type of network. In some cases, it
will be possible for geolocation functions can be outsourced to a third party,
such as the upstream ISP that provides connectivity for the non-traditional
network. Such outsourcing does require some reconfiguration of the local
(non-traditional) network, and many deployed non-traditional networks use
simple consumer network devices that lack support for these configuration
changes and are difficult to upgrade. So while it may be technically possible
for many non-traditional networks to support emergency calling functions
(i.e., to provide geolocation), there will be an extended period of transition.

When non-traditional networks do not support geolocation technologies, con-
nected devices will not be able to use NG911 services unless they have access
to alternative location mechanisms. Devices with special location hardware
(e.g., GPS) can use that hardware, provided that is enabled and functional;
other devices would have to rely on lower-quality sources of location infor-
mation such as the third-party services mentioned in the General Principles
section above.

4.6 Interoperability and Standards (Section IV.B.3)

The Internet is a global network that works in the same way everywhere,
regardless of national boundaries. Internet applications are likewise global.
Indeed, most Internet applications have no concept of the geographical loca-
tion of a user. They are thus incapable for the most part of tailoring their
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behavior based on a user’s current location. The interfaces that PSAPs and
networks present to user devices need to be consistent across the Internet
(and thus across the globe). The IETF is the standards body for the Inter-
net, and the IETF ECRIT working group has developed the core protocols
that comprise NG911. Other standards groups, such as 3GPP, ATIS, and
NENA have created more specific architectures based on these protocols.
Existing standards should be re-used to the greatest extent possible. Should
further standards development related to NG911 be necessary, it should be
done in coordination with the IETF.

Within that constraint, however, there is room for national variation in the
internals of the NG911 system. These variations can be accommodated in
cases where interfaces are purely among local entities (for example, between
911 authorities and ISPs) and where the underlying protocols are indifferent
to specific choices (for example, image formats to be carried in a SIP or
HTTP transaction). NENA has had a strong track record of solid technical
standards within these classes, and good coordination with the IETF on
issues where there is more general impact.

4.7 PSAP Functions in an NG911 Environment (Sec-
tion IV.B.4)

Technologies for distributed PSAPs are already in place, and are in full pro-
duction use in several emergency calling deployments in Europe. For exam-
ple, in 2004, the Niederösterreich province of Austria united 84 previously
disconnected areas into a single virtual PSAP. In this implementation and
others like it, the virtual PSAP receives calls from the PSTN, translates
them to SIP, and distributes them to a human call taker station over IP.
In an NG911 context, the only major change to this emergency services net-
work would be to remove the translation step and allow calls to arrive directly
over SIP. (Of course, on the caller-facing side, there is still a need to provide
geolocation and call-routing information to calling applications.)

While none of the three infrastructure components proposed in Paragraph 57
(a LoST “forest guide”, public-key cryptography certificates, and a national
emergency network) are technically necessary, they could significantly reduce
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the complexity of implementation and transition of NG911. Without a na-
tional forest guide (1), there would be a need for state or regional forest guides
and for these entities to share information with each other in order to facili-
tate national roaming. Without a national certification authority (2), there
would be a need for PSAPs and holders of sensitive information to negotiate
trust relationships more locally, adding complexity and increasing the risk of
unintended authentication failures. A national emergency network (3) would
be of the least technical utility, since all IP networks will carry call-related
traffic in more or less the same way. A dedicated network, though, could
help reduce latency between PSAPs. If connectivity to this network were
properly controlled, it could act as a secure enclave for emergency-related
services, allowing easier data sharing among emergency response entities.

4.8 Other Specialized NG911 Applications (Section IV.C)

In the context of Internet calling and NG911, there is not a significant tech-
nical difference between human-initiated calls and device initiated calls –
both are ultimately mediated by end devices. The main difference is that for
device-initiated calls, the media transferred will originate from sensors rather
than from a human, and there will be less of a need for media to flow back
from a PSAP to the caller. The IETF ECRIT working group is develop-
ing a simplified framework for device-initiated calls, based on the Common
Alerting Protocol (CAP) [14].

There is no technical difference between IP calling to 9-1-1 and other N11
numbers. At a technological level, all of these numbers can take advantage
of the same geolocation and call routing resources as NG911. The ECRIT
architecture anticipates this multiple use by creating an extensible system of
identifiers for services, the so-called “service URNs” [15]. The only difference
between a 911 call and a call to an N11 number is which service URN is used,
an emergency URN from the “urn:service:sos” class, or a non-emergency
URN such as those in the ”urn:service:counseling” class.

Paragraph 61 lists a number of auxiliary data types that could be provided
to PSAPs: the caller’s medical history, a description of the caller’s residence
or business location, building floor plans, information about hazardous ma-
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terials, and information about building occupants with special needs. In all
of these cases, the fundamental challenge is identifying and locating data.
Only two types of identifiers are guaranteed to come with an emergency
call: The application-layer identity of the caller (for example, a SIP URI or
Skype handle) and network-layer identity of the calling device (i.e., its IP
address). Neither of these is necessarily useful for obtaining additional data.
Application-layer identities do not necessarily relate to anything else outside
of the calling application. Network-layer identities do not always uniquely
identify the calling device, for example, due to carrier-grade NAT.

It would be inappropriate and ineffective to automatically expect calling
applications to supply additional data. Most calling applications simply lack
access to any sort of rich information about their users. For cases where a
SIP-based calling application does have access to additional data, the IETF
ECRIT working group is developing a mechanism that allows the calling
application to add a pointer to that information to an emergency call [16].

It could be helpful to establish standard ways for PSAPs to retrieve addi-
tional data based on some standard identifiers, especially when these identi-
fiers are used consistently across many calling applications (e.g., IP addresses
and SIP URIs). When this interaction is between entities in the same ju-
risdiction (e.g., ISPs and PSAPs only), there is not necessarily a technical
need for these standards to be consistent internationally, since all data and
interactions would be local. It would thus be appropriate for such standards
to be developed by a national body such as NENA. In cases where informa-
tion is to be collected over the broader Internet, there is more of a need for
global consistency. This could arise, for example, with an ASP or health care
provider that could be in another country. It would thus be appropriate to
develop standards for these sorts of interactions in a global forum such as
the IETF.

With regard to the interaction between disaster recovery and emergency ser-
vices, as discussed in Paragraph 62: The transition to the use of Internet
technologies for 911 will enable the 911 system to benefit from the large body
of knowledge that has been developed around making Internet systems ro-
bust. To take just one example, even though the Haitian earthquake in 2010
destroyed most of the country’s telecommunications infrastructure, Haitian
websites under the .ht domain remained reachable because that domain was
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redundantly distributed across the world [17].

The same techniques can be applied to make the NG911 infrastructure very
robust to local failures. For example, since NG911 endpoints have an inherent
requirement to dynamically discover geolocation information (for example,
via LIS discovery [5]) and call destinations (via LoST [8]), these functions
can be dynamically assigned to backup facilities in the case that primary
facilities are impaired.

4.9 Confidentiality and Privacy Concerns (Section IV.D.4)

The Commission notes that “the NG911 network may be only one part of
a much larger system that will be shared with government, private sector,
and other public safety entities” (Paragraph 74), and questions whether the
evolution from the single-purpose legacy 911 system to shared-use NG911
infrastructure will create new privacy concerns. The GEOPRIV suite of
protocols were designed to help ensure the privacy of location information
even as it moves through shared-use networks and hosts. The privacy features
built into GEOPRIV protocols allow flexible use of location information for
emergency services while proscribing the distribution and use of location
information for other purposes.

A central feature of the GEOPRIV architecture is that location information
is always bound to privacy rules to ensure that entities that receive location
are informed of how they may use it [18][19]. In the simplest case, the
rules convey directives about further distribution and retention of location
information; for example, a user who passes his location as part of a VoIP call
or web request might set rules directing the recipient not to redistribute the
location or to retain it for longer than 24 hours. For conveyance of location
information that is unrelated to emergency calling, the rules are conveyed
explicitly together with the user’s location information.

In the case of emergency services, the privacy rules conveyed to a PSAP may
be implicit, or a PSAP that receives privacy rules as part of a GEOPRIV
location object may be required to ignore the rules in order to respond to
an emergency. But because explicit rules can be included by default in most
cases, they can be used to govern non-emergency uses of location informa-
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tion that may be included as part of emergency calls. For example, if the
introduction of NG911 infrastructure allows a PSAP to share data with other
public safety entities for analysis or review, the privacy rules can be used as
directives governing those data exchanges. The conveyance of the rules in
general effectively creates a presumption of privacy despite the fact that it
may not always be possible to honor the rules during emergencies.

Unlike the PSTN, IP-based networks allow advanced and granular privacy
functionality to be built into communications services and applications. While
the move to NG911 may expand possibilities for data sharing, it should also
be viewed as an opportunity to incorporate greater privacy protection for lo-
cation and other sensitive information. Building mechanisms like GEOPRIV
privacy rules into applications and services that support NG911 is one way
to seize that opportunity.

4.10 Location Capabilities (Section IV.D.5)

It is a technical requirement for NG911 that network operators provide ge-
olocation information to calling applications through standard protocol in-
terfaces. Location information must be sourced from network operators to
ensure the highest possible confidence in its correctness and timeliness. The
use of standard interfaces is important because it allows an application to
place emergency calls in the same way, no matter how it is connected to the
Internet.

Some current network operators have deployed location services that are ac-
cessible using standard protocols defined by legacy telecommunications stan-
dards groups, such as the ETSI Parlay/X protocols [20] or the Open Mobile
Alliance MLP protocol [21]. These protocols, however, are not suitable for
NG911 because they are not general to the Internet (they are bound to spe-
cific types of access networks). For example, MLP contains several fields
that can hold values relevant to cellular networks (for example, identifiers
and measurements), but not those relevant to other networks, such as cable
or DSL.

Thus, while these legacy services can be very valuable as sources of location
information, the interface presented to calling applications must use a pro-
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tocol that is designed to work across the Internet. The IETF GEOPRIV
working group has defined a set of standard interfaces that networks can use
to advertise geolocation information services [7][6][5] and that end devices
can use to query these services [4]. In contrast to protocols that are pred-
icated on the use of a specific layer-2 network, the GEOPRIV technologies
have been designed from the start for use by any type of endpoint (station-
ary, nomadic, or mobile), in any IP network, including both wired networks
(for example, cable, DSL, Ethernet, fibre-optic) and wireless networks (for
example, WiFi, WiMAX, 3G, 4G). They are therefore suitable as a basis for
a national NG911 system that applies to all Internet-based emergency calls.

It should also be noted that network operators do not necessarily need to
provide the most precise geolocation at all times and to any requestor. Lo-
cation information should always accurately represent the location of the
caller, and authorities, such as call takers and first responders, need to have
access to the most precise information possible. However, for purposes of
call routing, the calling application only needs access to location information
that is precise enough to identify the correct destination for an emergency
call, in some cases city- or county-level precision. The IETF ECRIT working
group has developed detailed criteria for location precision and algorithms
for simplifying location delivery [22].

While not strictly necessary, the creation of a certification entity to allow
digital signatures of location for emergency calling could be a helpful step
in creating a consistent way for PSAPs and other emergency entities to au-
thenticate that a location object has not been modified. It should be noted,
however, that signing location is not a universal solution for location-related
attacks. For example, it can be difficult for a PSAP to verify that a loca-
tion object identifies a particular endpoint (due to the separation between
the network and the application layer), so even with signed location, it will
still be possible in some cases for two entities to “swap” locations. Detailed
security considerations related to the use of location information for NG911
are currently ongoing in the ECRIT working group [23].
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4.11 Network and Data Security Concerns (Section
IV.D.6)

NG911 systems will face two broad classes of security threats: Those that face
any IP-based system, and those that are specific to NG911 as an application.

Every system that is connected to the Internet is inherently faced by a suite
of possible threats, ranging from viruses to denial-of-service attacks. Fortu-
nately, over many years of operating such systems, the Internet community
has developed a large body of experience in mitigating these threats, and
a commercial marketplace that offers many solutions. To protect against
these general threats, NG911 systems should apply best practices from the
IT security industry.

In addition to best practices that are common to enterprise networks (for
example, the use of firewalls), NG911 networks should consider best practices
from the ISP and content-provider community for ensuring reliability and
continuity of service. Central points of failure should be avoided (for example,
PSAPs should consider having more than one connection to the network),
and critical assets such as DNS servers should be duplicated across multiple
physical locations.

The NG911 system itself, as an application running over the Internet, has
some security challenges of its own. Each of the participants in the NG911
calling process puts something at risk, including callers and PSAPs, but there
are also mitigations to these risks. (For a detailed treatment of security issues,
see [24].)

Callers entrust their safety to the proper functioning of the NG911 system.
They do not expect to be denied emergency services or to be directed to a
false PSAP. The ECRIT and GEOPRIV protocols that undergird the NG911
system include security mechanisms that enable calling applications to au-
thenticate and encrypt NG911 information in order to ensure that this infor-
mation is safe from tampering and observation by third parties.

By accepting calls over IP, PSAPs place themselves at a much higher risk
of false calls, and of calls without associated location or caller identity infor-
mation, than they were faced with in the PSTN. This is in large part a cost
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of enabling consumers to have greater access to 911: rather than receiving
calls from a fixed set of local carriers, PSAPs may have to accept calls from
anywhere in the world, since even local callers can use calling applications
developed and hosted in other parts of the world. Even filtering calls based
on the originating IP address is risky, since callers that are physically close to
the PSAP may be connected to the Internet via encrypted tunnels to foreign
networks (such as VPNs). PSAPs should keep these considerations in mind
as they set access control policies, and consider “softer” access controls, such
as call ranking and ordering, as a complement to “harder” access controls.

The transition to NG911 should make secure communications easier among
NG911 entities, including PSAPs, first responders, and related entities such
as hospitals. Using Internet technologies for these communications will sim-
plify the process of connecting different organizations and services, making
it a process of setting up trust and authorization relationships rather than
any sort of physical interconnection. Every IETF protocol is required to
have strong security mechanisms [25], so by using standard Internet tech-
nologies, NG911 systems will be able to benefit from these mechanisms and
the strengthening and refinement they have undergone through years of use
in the general Internet.

4.12 Unidentified Caller Access to NG911 (Section IV.D.8)

The problem of enabling access for all callers who can physically connect
to a network is somewhat more complicated for NG911 than for PSTN-
based emergency calling systems. While PSTN service is provided as an
integrated service, so that access to network connectivity and voice service
are controlled as a unitary decision, in the Internet, these two concepts are
very much independent of one another. Thus, there can arise situations
where a user would be permitted to use a voice service, but cannot connect
to any available access network, and vice versa, a connected user may not
have authorization to place calls through a particular provider.

The latter case, where the user at least has Internet access, is more straight-
forward to address, since no third-party “voice provider” is technically neces-
sary for an NG911 call; all that is technically required is the proper software
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on the caller’s device. The destination PSAP or emergency network must
also have an open-access policy, in the sense that it will accept calls that
come from any provider. Indeed, it is generally very risky in an NG911 en-
vironment to have a more restrictive policy (i.e., one that requires calls to
come from certain origins), since NG911 will make the set of call origins both
more global and more dynamic than it is today.

The case where a user is not authorized to access the Internet is much more
challenging. Many access controls of this type are applied at the link layer,
before the user has even been assigned an IP address. The technologies in-
volved are thus not subject to IETF standardization, requiring solutions to
be developed by the individual standards organizations responsible for the
different link-layer technologies (for example, IEEE, 3GPP, WiMAX Forum).
There are, however, some common technologies (for example, the Extensi-
ble Authentication Protocol, EAP) that are used across several link-layer
technologies, and could serve as the basis for at least a partial solution.

The IETF ECRIT working group is developing a document that discusses
these problems in more detail, and some proposed solutions [26]. The docu-
ment contains a discussion of “emergency only” credentials, but there is no
current consensus on how these credentials should be implemented. As men-
tioned above, the underlying challenge is that different types of networks use
different security mechanisms, which require different types of credentials. So
an authority issuing ”emergency-only credentials” may have to issue them
differently for different network types (for example, 3G, WiMAX, WiFi) and
different security mechanisms used by these networks (for example, 802.1X,
WEP, and WPA for WiFi alone).

There is a secondary question of what a network should be expected to pro-
vide for “emergency only” access. In particular, it is not technically feasible
for a network to distinguish emergency call traffic from other traffic. For
example, if a device is configured to only send Internet traffic through a cor-
porate VPN, the local network would be unable to tell whether this device
is watching online movies or making a video call to a PSAP – to block the
former would block the latter as well, negating the benefit of emergency-
only access. So the best that can be done is to carefully monitor the use of
emergency-only Internet access, apply heuristic rules to detect and follow up
on possible abuse.
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There is a clear trade-off between requirements for authentication and/or
authorization and requirements for callers’ access to NG911. If NG911 is to
provide access to the full collection of calling applications (i.e., ASPs) that US
callers make use of, then requirements for authentication and authorization
will need to be very low. The set of ASPs is both very global, since a caller in
the US can use an ASP from anywhere in the world, and very dynamic, since
the technical and business barriers to establishing a new ASP are very low.
It may nonetheless be appropriate for NG911 systems not to trust all ASPs
equally (for example, giving preference to calls from known ASPs), although
such preferences should clearly be managed with care to avoid denying NG911
access to users of less-trusted ASPs.

Allowing emergency calling by zero-balance customers may be conceptually
easy, but there are some subtleties. ASPs may not always be able to rec-
ognize which calls are emergency calls, since PSAPs cannot necessarily be
distinguished from other call destinations based on the information in call
signaling.

As discussed above, technologies are not sufficiently mature at this point to
support unauthenticated layer-2 access, but this is in part due to disagree-
ment in standards bodies over the will of regulatory bodies. So while a hard
requirement may not be appropriate at this point, an indication that such
a capability would be desirable could help orient the standards process. It
should also be noted that requiring unauthenticated access to 911 without
the proper technologies for attributing calls would likely lead to many hoax
calls, due to the inability of law enforcement to identify and prosecute these
callers

4.13 International Issues (Section IV.D.9)

If the NG911 systems follow the ECRIT architecture (for example, as pro-
filed in the NENA i3 specification), then international roaming will supported
without any further technology. In particular, in order to allow devices from
abroad to access NG911 services, ISPs need to provide geolocation over stan-
dard interfaces (as specified in the GEOPRIV RFCs discussed in the Loca-
tion Capabilities section above), and the LoST infrastructure will need to be
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available to these devices as well. The calling applications used by foreign
devices will also need to support the ECRIT architecture.

The main requirement for PSAPs is that they be liberal in the sources from
which they receive calls: They should accept calls from international as well
as domestic calling applications / ASPs. There is actually a purely domestic
reason for having an open-access policy, since as the 911 ecosystem opens up
to include both large LECs and small Internet start-ups, it will likely not be
possible to keep a master list of US carriers in order to determine whether
the origin of a call is domestic or foreign. And of course, as mentioned above,
VoIP calls need have no carrier involved at all.
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